Identify Challenging Words In Your Texts

Lexile PowerV® generates challenging vocabulary as you develop materials. Then, publish word lists for instructional purposes. PowerV takes the content you're developing in Content Creator and produces a vocabulary list of up to ten (10) challenging words a student should know when reading a particular book or text. Use these lists to support differentiated instructional resources, games, practice sheets and teacher guides!

* At this time PowerV is only available for English texts.

POWERV LEVERAGES THE SCIENCE OF READING TO INCREASE LITERACY GROWTH

Identify which words have the most value for instruction based on three criteria:

- **Difficulty.** Pinpoint more challenging words in your text. Automatically identify words that are 50L to 250L above the Lexile® measure of the content you are developing.

- **Relevancy.** Identify words that appear more frequently in the text. Words with higher frequencies indicate a stronger relationship with the specific text.

- **Consequence.** Determine the words students need to know for success at school. PowerV aggregates key vocabulary by level from academic word lists developed by linguistic and education experts.

STREAMLINE INSTRUCTION BY ADDING VOCABULARY LISTS TO YOUR PRODUCTS

Use PowerV to develop vocabulary lists for books or texts so educators can teach:

- Harder words that are above the Lexile measure of the surrounding text.
- Words that appear more frequently in the text compared to other texts and are important for understanding themes and topics.
- Words where students can apply base word knowledge to expand their vocabulary to different forms of the word.
- Words that are academic and important for school success.

Get Started

Contact Kimberly Altman, Director of Sales, Content Measurement & Software Licensing, at kaltman@lexile.com.